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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

In previous work we laid out an approach to quantifying
conﬁguration complexity [3]. In that earlier work, we explicitly focused on complexity as experienced by expert systems
managers, and thus looked at straight-line conﬁguration procedures, ignoring the complexity faced by non-experts as
they have to decide what conﬁguration steps to follow. Decision complexity is the complexity faced by a non-expert
system administrator—the person providing IT support in
a small-business environment, who is confronted by decisions during the conﬁguration process, and is a measure of
how easy or hard it is to identify the appropriate sequence of
conﬁguration actions to perform in order to achieve a speciﬁed conﬁguration goal. To identify spots of high decisionmaking complexity, we need a model of decision complexity
for conﬁguring and operating computing systems. This paper extends previous work on models and metrics for IT
conﬁguration complexity by adding the concept of decision
complexity. As the ﬁrst step towards a complete model of
decision complexity, we describe an extensive user study of
decision making in a carefully-mapped analogous domain
(route planning), and illustrate how the results of that study
suggest an initial model of decision complexity applicable
to IT conﬁguration. The model identiﬁes the key factors
aﬀecting decision complexity and highlights several interesting results, including the fact that decision complexity
has signiﬁcantly diﬀerent impacts on user-perceived diﬃculty than on objective measures like time and error rate.
We also describe some of the implications of our decision
complexity model for system designers seeking to automate
the decision-making and reduce the conﬁguration complexity of their systems.

Complexity is the most signiﬁcant challenge confronting
IT systems today. Complexity hinders penetration of new
technology, drastically increases the cost of IT system operation and administration (which today dwarfs the cost of
the IT systems themselves [8]), and makes the systems that
we build hard to comprehend, diagnose, and repair.
In previous work [1], we argued that complexity can be
tackled quantitatively, with a framework that allows system
designers to assess the sources of complexity and directly
measure the eﬀectiveness of potential complexity improvements. We also introduced an initial approach to quantifying the complexity of IT conﬁguration and management
tasks, based on a model of the sources of conﬁguration complexity and a set of metrics derived from that model [3].
This approach, which we summarize in Section 2, focuses
on complexity as perceived by expert users—for example,
experienced system administrators who have long-term experience with the systems they are managing—and is based
on a structural analysis of the conﬁguration or administration task itself, assuming all decisions are known and made
correctly.
While this expert-focused approach is proving its value in
practical application within IBM, the fact remains that its
expert-only perspective limits the complexity insights that
it can provide. In particular, a key complexity challenge
lies in improving the experience of the non-expert system
administrator—the person providing IT support in a smallbusiness environment; the administrator who has expertise
in one platform but is working for the ﬁrst time with a new
one; the experienced operator trying to deploy a new piece of
technology for the ﬁrst time; the outsourcer trying to apply
ITIL best practices [11] but facing decision points within the
prescribed processes. In these cases, a diﬀerent dimension of
complexity becomes paramount: the complexity of ﬁguring
out for the ﬁrst time what steps to follow and what decisions
to make while performing a complex conﬁguration process.
We call this complexity decision complexity.
However, quantifying decision complexity is not straightforward. Unlike the expert-only case, we cannot simply analyze a “gold standard” procedure for complexity. Instead,
we must understand how conﬁguration decisions are made,
what factors inﬂuence those decisions, and how those factors
contribute to both perceived diﬃculty as well as objectivelymeasured quantities like time and error rate. And, since our
goal is ultimately to be able to easily quantify points of high
complexity, we must build and use this understanding prag-
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matically, without having to resort to complex cognitive or
perceptual modeling.
We quickly realized that the only way to make progress
towards these goals was to formulate an initial model of
decision complexity and move rapidly to collect real data
to test that model and provide insight into factors that affect decision complexity. We designed and conducted an
extensive user study to produce data relating hypothesized
decision complexity factors to measured user perception ratings, task time, and error rate. Because of the diﬃculties
of conducting a controlled study on actual IT tasks with
a large population of practicing system administrators, we
collected data in an alternative, more accessible domain—
route planning—with an experiment carefully designed to
connect features of decision-making in the route planning
domain with analogous features in the IT conﬁguration domain.
Analysis of our study data reveals several interesting results. We found that task time was primarily aﬀected by the
number and type of constraints controlling the key decisions,
as well as secondarily by the presence of short-term goalrelated guidance. User-perceived diﬃculty was aﬀected primarily by the short-term goal-related guidance factor, with
a secondary eﬀect from the presence of status feedback and
only minor eﬀects from constraints. Error rate was aﬀected
by short-term goal-related guidance and position guidance.
The contrasts in these results suggest the hypothesis that decision complexity has multiple inﬂuences, and that system
designers can optimize diﬀerently to minimize time, error
rate, and perceived diﬃculty, respectively.
We have created a model from our study results that
relates decision complexity in the route-planning domain
to some of the factors discussed above. Because of the
construction of our experiment, we believe that this model
should apply to decision complexity in the IT conﬁguration
complexity domain as well, and that it can be used to extract some initial guidance for system designers seeking to
reduce complexity. However, there is still a clear need for
further extension and validation of the model in actual IT
contexts. We describe some thoughts and future work on
how we intend to accomplish that validation. These are
the next steps to continue the exploration of this crucial
aspect of complexity analysis and can take us closer to a
quantitative framework that can help shape a future with
easier-to-manage, less complex IT infrastructures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy summarizes our previous work in complexity
modeling for experts. Section 3 discusses the related work.
Section 4 describes our initial hypothesized model for decision complexity that we used to construct the user study,
which is in turn described in Sections 5 and 6. The results
and analysis of our study data are presented in Section 7.
Finally, we describe our next steps in Section 8, and conclude in Section 9.

2.

COMPLEXITY MODEL FOR EXPERTS

To provide context for our work on decision complexity,
we ﬁrst summarize our previous work on complexity modeling for experts, as described in [1, 3]. Our previous approach
focused on creating a standard framework for modeling and
quantifying conﬁguration complexity from the point of view
of an expert administrator. The intended use of this model
and related metrics was twofold: ﬁrst, to provide an easy

way for system designers to obtain quantitative insight into
the sources of complexity in their designs (without the need
for costly user studies), and second to serve as the foundation for a competitive complexity benchmark.
The approach we followed is based on process analysis.
The input to our expert-level complexity model is a codiﬁed record of the actual conﬁguration procedure used to
accomplish some administrative task on the IT system under test, captured from actual execution or documentation.
This record contains information on the conﬁguration contexts present in the procedure, the detailed sequences of actions performed within those contexts, and the data items
and data ﬂow between actions, as managed by the system
administrator. The model uses features of that record to extract complexity metrics in three dimensions: (1) execution
complexity, reﬂecting the complexity of actually performing the needed action sequences; (2) parameter complexity, reﬂecting the complexity of supplying the correct values
of all needed information to the conﬁguration actions; and
(3) memory complexity, reﬂecting the burden of parameter
management and data item tracking carried by the system
administrator. Metrics are calculated across the entire procedure to allow cross-procedure comparison, and are also
computed at a per-action level, allowing identiﬁcation of
complexity “hot spots” and targeting of future development
focus.
The metrics computed by our expert-level model are all
objective scores, based solely on the structure of the procedure record. Likewise, the procedure record reﬂects the
optimal conﬁguration path as identiﬁed by an experienced
expert, with no mis-steps or decision branches. Thus the
results of the analysis are objective and comparable across
systems and environments, and they reﬂect inherent structural complexities present in the conﬁguration procedures,
but they do not capture any of the decision complexity in
identifying the right procedure or choosing the correct decision branches within that procedure. Hence the focus of
this work is on extending the complexity model to include an
initial understanding of the impact of decision complexity.

3. RELATED WORK
Understanding decision complexity would appear to be
in the purview of human-computer interaction research and
psychology. However, the work in those areas [13, 5, 10,
12, 15, 14, 6, 9, 4] has concentrated on understanding how
human beings make decisions in general. And the cognitive
or perceptual models in those ﬁeld are very complex and
not practical to be directly borrowed to benchmark complexity. In addition, none of those models were developed
under the speciﬁc goal of understanding how non-expert system administrators make decisions in performing a complex
conﬁguration process.
For example, the traditional normative models of decision
making prescribe that people assign either an objective or
subjective value to an option and then factor in the opinion’s probability [5, 14]. It is almost impossible to measure
such perceptual value and probability in the real world including IT conﬁguration, not to mention that research has
shown a variety of ways in which people deviate from the
normative models. For another example, the Prospect Theory [10], which provides a general theory of decision making
that explains how people’s reasoning deviates from normative models, models people’s decisions by a descriptive π(p)

function, which represents the subjective perception of probabilities [14]. Obviously, it is not very practical to calculate
such functions in the real world.

4.

MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS

To understand decision complexity, we initially approached
it with an attempt to build a low-level model that could
capture and compute every aspect of a human-driven conﬁguration procedure. We then realized that such a model
requires a detailed understanding of human cognitive processes. This approach is too complex for practical use, so
we decided to re-approach the problem from a high level,
to understand what factors inﬂuence decision making, and
how those factors contribute to decision complexity.
To address these questions, we formulated an abstract
high-level model. As shown in table 1, the three major factors we consider in our model are constraints, guidance and
consequences. We choose these factors based on results from
the HCI literature [15] as well as our own assessment of real
IT conﬁguration procedures, where the user is given various
types of guidance and needs to make diﬀerent decisions while
facing various constraints. The decisions made by the user
then generate diﬀerent consequences in term of a speciﬁc
user goal.
For example, one IT procedure we studied involved the
installation of a secured web portal software stack, including a portal server, directory server, application middleware server, and a security infrastructure. The procedure
contained several decisions concerning software version selection, feature selection (e.g., should the portal support
SSL-based secure access), conﬁguration alternatives (e.g.,
authentication mechanisms), and sequencing.
In this procedure, guidance was provided in the form of
product manuals, a step-by-step “how-to”-style guide [7],
and on-screen prompts. The procedure involved several constraints, such as incompatibilities between diﬀerent versions
of the constituent software products, diﬀerent feature sets
across diﬀerent software versions, and resource consumption
requirements. Each of the several decision points in the process (for example, choosing which security protocol to use)
resulted in consequences relative to the original goal—either
performance or functionality implications in the resulting
portal installation, or the ability to achieve the goal state
at all. An example of the latter style of consequences is a
case where certain product versions could not be co-located
on the same machine. If the decision was made to co-locate
the incompatible versions, the procedure resulted in a nonworking system.
Of the guidance, constraints, and consequences factors,
guidance is of particular interest because it is the major
source of information that user will consult with in making a
decision. Analogous to work in the HCI area [15], we further
deﬁne the formulation of a guidance system in table 2. The
deﬁnition is based on what a good guidance system should
provide.
In both tables 1 and 2, we give examples in the IT conﬁguration domain to show the ground on which we build the
model. For example, in our portal case study, the “howto” guide provided global information guidance about the
structure of the entire task; speciﬁc dialog boxes in the install wizards for the portal’s components provided shortterm goal-oriented guidance for conﬁguring each separate
component. There was little explicit position information

except what could be gleaned from matching screenshots in
the how-to guide with the on-screen display. Confounding
information was present in the standalone documentation
for each product component of the overall portal stack.
As stated above, our goal in constructing the 3-facet model
of guidance, constraints, and consequences is to obtain a
high-level understanding of the forces involved in creating
decision complexity for IT operational procedures. Thus
with the key factors identiﬁed, the next step is to validate
their impact on decision complexity, and to begin to quantify their relative eﬀects. If we can do this, we can provide a
high-level framework for assessing decisions in IT processes
and for providing guidance to system designers seeking to
reduce decision complexity.

5. APPROACH
To validate our model, ideally we should conduct a user
study where users perform a real IT conﬁguration procedure. However we face some obvious diﬃculties here. First
it is challenging to obtain a large set of users with a consistent level of IT experience, especially those with system
administration training. Second, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnely tune
a real IT conﬁguration procedure to validate each component of our model in a controlled, reproducible environment
that allows data collection from large numbers of users.
Facing these challenges, we searched for an alternative domain that would allow us to carefully control its elements,
and that oﬀered similar characteristics to the IT conﬁguration domain, so that a model built on it could be mapped
back to IT conﬁguration domain. We ended up settling on
the domain of route planning.
In route planning, users navigate a set of interconnected
paths to arrive at a prespeciﬁed destination within certain
limits of time and distance traveled. As they navigate, they
make multiple decisions based on information available to
them at the time. If they are unfamiliar with the map,
the users are eﬀectively non-experts, and thus face decision
complexity at each branch point. As shown in table 3, the
route planning domain contains examples for all factors that
we deﬁne in our model. In addition, it is familiar to ordinary
users with or without an IT administration background, so
user training is unnecessary. Using this domain, we can
conduct a user study to learn how people make decisions in
the context of performing a prescribed procedure, which in
our case is navigating a car from one point to another, and
extrapolate the results back to the IT conﬁguration domain.
While the mapping is clearly not perfect, we believe that it
is suﬃcient to provide a high-level understanding of how our
model factors aﬀect decision complexity, giving us an initial
step towards the goal.

6. USER STUDY DESIGN
We designed an on-line user study that could be taken
by participants over the web. The study included multiple
experiments with diﬀerent test cases. Each test case varied the levels of our key factors (guidance, constraints, consequences) and measured the user’s time, correctness, and
reported diﬃculty ranking.

6.1 Experiment and test cases
We designed 3 experiments for our user study. Each user
was assigned an experiment randomly after he logged in.

Factors
Constraints
Guidance
Consequence

Table 1: High-level model of decision making
Deﬁnition
Conﬁguration analogy (examples)
Constraining conditions that restrict
compatibility between software products,
users to avoid or make certain decisions capabilities of a machine
Guiding information on decisions
documentation, previous conﬁguration experience
Results from the decision
functionality, performance

Table 2: Sub-factors within guidance
Sub-factors of Guidance
Global information
Short-term goal-oriented
information
Confounding information

Position information

Definition
Providing an overview of the situation across
a set of short-term goals.
Information needed for a particular short-term
goal, or goal of current interest is co-located
and directly answers the major decision.
Extraneous or misleading info not related to
goals are not presented.
Information for identifying relative order of
current decision across a set of decisions is
provided.

Configuration analogy (examples)
A “Redbook” describing the options for combining
multiple software products into a solution
A conﬁguration wizard, such as a database tuning
wizard
A manual providing application conﬁguration
instructions for a diﬀerent OS platform than
the one being used
Feedback on results of last conﬁguration action;
a task-level progress bar

Each experiment consists of 6 sequential test cases and 1
warm-up test case in the beginning. We have 10 possible test
cases (not including the warm-up) in total, which we carefully designed and believe will help us ﬁnd out the answers
to the questions that we discussed in previous section 4.
Table 4 summarizes the test cases we used in the study.
We also carefully selected the set of test cases to be included
in each experiment so that we can maximize our data set.
The major parameters we built into our test cases are:
• Traﬃc: we have two types of traﬃc update, representing constraints in our complexity model. Static
update presents the global traﬃc updates to the user
in the beginning of the test case, while the dynamic
update only discloses the local traﬃc to the user when
he arrives at the traﬃc-related intersection or road.
This is the equivalent of listening to a traﬃc report
versus running into a traﬃc jam, and in the IT domain is analogous to prespeciﬁed versus unexpected
constraints (such as version compatibility). For dynamic update, we further design two types of update:
road close and travel time update. The former is
analogous to the constraints in the IT conﬁguration
domain that eliminate the viability of one installation
path, and cause user to undo and look for a new path,
while the latter is an analogy to those constraints that
only change the resulting performance of an otherwiseviable conﬁguration.

Figure 1: The screen-shot of a running testcase.

• Expert path: an expert path is the suggested route
for user without considering the traﬃc. It is analogous to the previous experience a user or expert brings
to conﬁgure the same system, or the information presented in a “how-to” or step-by-step walkthrough guide.
• GPS: similar to the advanced Global Position System people use when driving in the real world, it is
analogous to an omniscient expert that directs people
during a conﬁguration procedure, which we believe requires the least mental eﬀort from the user in making
decisions.

Table 3: Route planning domain based on the model
Factors
Route planning domain
Constraints
Traﬃc
Guidance (Global info)
Map, Expert path
Guidance (Goal-oriented info) GPS
Guidance (Position info)
Current position indicator
Consequence
Reach the destination or not

Table 4: Summary of test cases; a
No √
Pos indicator
1
√
2
√
3
√
4
√
5
√
6
√
7
√
8
√
9
10
×

× means the
Traﬃc type
×
static
dynamic
dynamic
×
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
×

parameter is not presented
Update type Path diﬀ
×
travel time
road close
travel time
×
travel time
travel time
road close
bigger
travel time
bigger
×

• Position indicator: a pink circle on the map indicates current location of the user. It is analogous to
the position information deﬁned in Table 2, i.e. the
feedback information in IT context, which provides
feedback on the current state of the system and the
eﬀect of the previous action.
• Path diﬀerences: diﬀerent length of routes from the
starting point to the destination reﬂects diﬀerent consequences resulted from user’s decisions. To study the
impact of consequences on the decision complexity, we
vary the path diﬀerence for diﬀerent maps so that some
maps have small path diﬀerences among all possible
routes, while some maps have big path diﬀerences.

6.2 Perspective of the user
In each test case, the user is presented with a map consisting of a series of road segments and intersections. Each road
segment is marked with a travel time. The pink circle indicates current position of the user in the map. The goal is to
navigate a path from the stating point (home) to the airport
in the minimum amount of driving time, using the navigation buttons at the bottom of the interface. Each test case
uses a slightly diﬀerent map to avoid learning eﬀects; however, all maps are topographically equivalent with the same
set of decision points. The optimal path diﬀers across test
cases, but note that only one path is optimal in each map.
This scenario is roughly equivalent to the IT conﬁguration
problem of being given a new system to install/conﬁgure
and a set of documentation laying out possible system- and
resource-dependent sequences of conﬁguration actions. Just
as the user has to work out the optimal path through the
map, the IT administrator has to make the conﬁguration decisions at each branch point in the IT setup process, based
on the state of the system and the visible paths ahead.
To maximize the quality of our data, we requested users
not to multi-task or walk away from the system while a test
case was in progress. In some test cases, users may have
encountered traﬃc or other obstructions that changed the

while a check means the opposite.
Expert path GPS
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
√
×
√
×
√
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

travel time for certain road segments or rendered them impassable. Users may also have received diﬀerent levels of
guidance that may have helped them to identify the right
path. Figure 1 shows an introductory page, with all possible
components annotated. This is what the user saw after logging in and before starting the experiment. Note that not
all components showed up in each test case.
In the beginning of the experiment, we ask the user about
his or her background.
• What is your gender? (Male / Female)
• Do you have formal or informal training in mathematics, computer science and/or engineering? (Yes / No)
• How long have you been driving? (specify years)
• How often do you drive a car? (Every day / A few
times a week / A few times a month / Rarely / Never–
do not drive)
• Do you use online map services like Mapquest, Yahoo
Maps, Google Maps, etc when you need to drive to an
unfamiliar destination? (Always / Frequently / Occasionally / Never)
• How would you rate your proﬁciency with map-reading
and navigating based on maps? (Excellent / Very good
/ Good / Mediocre / Poor)
At the end of the set of test cases, we ask the user to rank
the test cases according to diﬃculty on a scale of 1 (easiest)
to 6 (most diﬃcult). Note that as the user proceeds through
the experiment, he has the opportunity to input a reminder
at the end of each test case to help him remember which one
is which when he gets to the end of the experiment.

6.3 Implementation
We implemented our on-line user study using a JAVA
Servlet-based architecture with server-side collection of data,
including timings. The web pages are dynamically generated
based on the data submitted by the user. The experiment

Our user study consisted of two stages. In the ﬁrst stage,
37 users from IBM T.J. Watson Lab participated. In the
second stage, we revised the order of test cases in each experiment based on the analysis of the user data from the
ﬁrst stage. Note that we did not change the content of the
test cases. 23 users from IBM Almaden Lab, University of
California, Berkeley, and Harvard University participated.
In both stages, we advertised for participants via emails.
The duration of the study for each user was around 30 minutes. The 10 participants who did the best at the experiments were automatically entered into a random drawing;
two won a $50 gift certiﬁcate each.
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Figure 2: User rating and time; Avg Std for time
over all testcases: 4368 milliseconds
To reduce the variation across users, for each user we normalized his AvgTimePerStep based on test case 7 (see Table 4), where we provided GPS turn-by-turn guidance. This
test case involves no decision making at all on the user’s
part, and thus reﬂects each user’s baseline speed of navigating through the user interface of the study; in all cases each
user spent the least amount of time in testcase 7,
Figure 2 shows that most parts of the trends for UserRating and normalized AvgTimePerStep are tracked, except for
test case 8, which users felt was diﬃcult but in which they
only spent a small amount of time. In ﬁgure 3, we see similar
tracking between ErrorRate and normalized AvgTimePerStep, except that in test case 10, where all users who did
that test case spent more time due to the lack of the position indicator. Interestingly all users were able to ﬁnd the
optimal path in this test case. One possible reason for this
is that when there was no position indicator, users had to
become more careful in each step and spent more time in
tracking their movement and planning their routes. As a
result, the ErrorRate was greatly reduced.
Overall, this result conﬁrms that decision complexity has
diﬀerent impacts on:
• User-perceived diﬃculty
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The AvgTimePerStep is the average time that users spent
in one step in one test case. Note that we have diﬀerent
number of steps in diﬀerent test cases. The UserRating is
the average rank speciﬁed by users. Recall that users were
asked to rank test cases from 1 to 6 in term of diﬃculty,
where 6 indicates the most complex/diﬃcult test case and 1
indicates the easiest one. If they felt that two (or more) test
cases have approximately the same level of diﬃculty, they
may give them the same rank. The ErrorRate is the percent
of users who failed to ﬁnd the optimal path for a test case.
Note that for each test case, we have only one optimal path.
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7.1 Metrics
We use three metrics to evaluate the study.
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6.4 Two-stage User Study

7.2 Qualitative results

Rating (1-6)

server records user navigation sections (i.e. decision points)
as well as the real time he takes to complete each test case.
The server also compares the user’s path with the optimal
path for each map.
We used XML-based experiment conﬁguration ﬁles so that
we can not only design various test cases and experiments
using a standard data format, but also ﬁnely control each
parameter of the study by simply modifying the corresponding XML ﬁle.
We used JPEG images to represent the steps in the experiment. In the beginning of the experiment and after each
navigation action, a JPEG image was presented to the user.
In our experiments, these were images of the route map
with the appropriate information presented to the user (such
as their current position, or the suggested expert-supplied
path). The implementation consists of approximately 3100
lines of JAVA and 211 JPEG ﬁles.
One of our goals in implementing the user study is to design a general framework so that it can be easily exploited
for similar experiments. The core of our JAVA Servlet is
a general user-driven decision engine which can present information, react and record all according to external XMLbased conﬁgurations. By supplying diﬀerent sets of JPEG
images, along with corresponding XML ﬁles, our experiment
framework should be adaptable to explore many other aspects of IT administration and complexity. For example,
the map images could be replaced by screen-shots of actual
conﬁguration dialogs (with corresponding XML ﬁles). We
discuss this possibility later in Section 8 as a possible next
step in validating our results in a more directly-IT-relevant
context.
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Figure 3: Error rate and time; Avg Std for time over
all testcases: 4368 milliseconds

Table 5: Summary of complexity factors
Model factors
Test case factors
Background factors

Constraints
Test case no
Gender

Guidance (global)
Test case order
CS & math background

• Objective measures (time and error rate)
Figure 2 and 3 bring out some interesting discussion. However we can not draw quantitative conclusions from them
because the variation of AvgTimePerStep for each test case
is very large across all users. The average standard deviation
of AvgTimePerStep over all test cases is 4368 milliseconds,
almost half of the maximum AvgTimePerStep.
In an attempt to gain more insight into the data, we further analyzed the data in two steps, with results discussed
in the next section:
• Step I: general statistical analysis; treat each test case
measured as an independent data point, with the goal
to identify factors that explain the most variance.
• Step II: pair-wise per-user test case comparisons; get
more insight into speciﬁc eﬀects of factor values, with
the goal to remove inter-user variance.

7.3 Quantitative results
Table 5 lists all factors that we identiﬁed within the study.
The ﬁrst row lists all factors that we propose in our initial
model. We call them complexity model factors. The second
row includes those test case related factors. The third row
shows all background related factors.

7.3.1 Time
Table 6: Baseline analysis
Factor
Test case #
Driving years
Online-map usage
Residual

of variability for time
Sum Squares
32.778
17.637
7.260
45.192

Table 7: Analysis of complexity factors for time
Factor
Sum Squares
Constraints
16.764
Guidance (goal) 11.397
Consequence
1.939
As step I, we conduct an ANOVA (Analysis of Variance)
test on AvgTimePerStep using a linear-space regression model.
To see how much variance that we can explain, we ﬁrst include test case number, test case order, and all background
related factors (e.g. gender, driving years) in the ANOVA.
Since test case number subsumes all of the factors we explicitly altered during the experiment, we believe that the
variance that can be explained by test case number should
be a superset of what can be explained by our model factors.
Table 6 is the summary of the ANOVA. We only list those
factors which have signiﬁcant impact on Sum of Squares. As
we can see, the maximum variability that can be explained

Guidance (goal)
Found optimal or not
Driving frequency

Guidance (position)

Consequences

Online-map usage

Proﬁciency with map
& reading routing

by model factors (those we explicitly varied in the experiment) is 32.778. Interestingly, the length of driving years
contributes 17.637 to the Sum of Squares, indicating experience is a signiﬁcant factor. Other factors are not listed due
to their tiny impact. The residual, we believe, comes from
random per-user eﬀects that can’t be explained by either
model factors or user background.
Based on this baseline analysis, we then do an ANOVA
test on our model factors (i.e. constraints, levels of guidance, consequence) to identify those factors that explain
the most variance. We know from our earlier analysis that
at most 32.778 of the sum of squares variance can be explained by these factors. Table 7 indicates that constraints
and short-term goal related guidance have the most impact
on time, followed by a small amount of aﬀect from consequences. Other factors have very little impact and are not
listed. Note that constraints and guidance together explain
96% of the total variance explainable by model factors.
From this Step I data, we can conclude that the user’s
decision time is primarily inﬂuenced by the presence of constraints, along with goal-directed guidance such as step-bystep instructions. The impact of visible consequences is also
present, though at a lower level. The regression ﬁt data
conﬁrms this analysis, showing increased predicted step time
when constraints are present, and decreased time when goaldirected guidance is provided or consequences are more visible.
Next, in step II, we aim to remove inter-user variance and
get more insight into speciﬁc eﬀects of factor values. Table 8
summarizes our pair-test analysis, providing 95% conﬁdence
intervals. In these tests, we compared the results of a pair of
test cases from a single user, to determine a per-user eﬀect
of factor diﬀerences between the test cases. We then averaged across users to test for a signiﬁcant cross-population
eﬀect. Note that we only list those results which allow us
to discount the null hypothesis, that two test cases have
no diﬀerence, with > 95% conﬁdence. This result conﬁrms
what we found in step I, i.e. constraints and guidance (goal)
are two major factors inﬂuencing task time. We further discover that statically-presented constraints (like our static
traﬃc) actually increase time compared to dynamic constraints, likely due to the user’s need to assess the relevance
of the global information at each step of the procedure.

7.3.2 Rating
Similar to our analysis for time, we ﬁrst do an ANOVA
test on UserRating using test case number, test case order,
and all background related factors. From table 9, we can see
that the maximum variability that can be explained by the
model factors is 51.671. The length of driving years again
has some impact although the impact is small compared to
that in the time case.
We then feed the model factors into the ANOVA test.
Diﬀerent from what we found in the time case, here shortterm goal related guidance is now the top 1 inﬂuential factor,
followed by position guidance. Constraints however only

Table 8: Pair-wise test for time
Constraints
Guidance (goal)

1st Study
static traﬃc > dynamic (road close)
static traﬃc > without traﬃc
without expert path > with expert path

95% CT
(0.78, 1.07)
(0.73, 1.01)
(0.53, 0.89)

2nd Study
static traﬃc > dynamic (road close)
static > dynamic (travel time update)

95% CT
(1, 1)
(0.54, 1.13)

have small impact on the user’s rating.
The results also show that a third factor, Log(order), impacts UserRating, although at a much lower level than Guidance. The Order factor refers to the sequence in which the
user was shown the various test cases; the presence of the
Log(order) term in the ANOVA implies that there is a bias
to users’ rating, with higher ratings given later in the sequence.
Table 11 is the summary for step II - pair-wise test. Although it does not statistically show the impact of guidance
(goal), it conﬁrms the impact of position guidance and constraints providing 95% conﬁdence intervals.

Table 9: Baseline analysis of variability for rating
Factor
Sum Squares
Test case #
51.671
Driving years 7.125
Residual
67.087

Table 10: Analysis of complexity factors for rating
Factor
Sum Squares
Guidance (goal)
42.272
Guidance (position) 6.278
Log(order)
2.071
Constraints
1.683

7.3.3 Error rate
The analysis of ErrorRate is diﬀerent from time and rating
because we only have one data point per test case, i.e. error
rate averaged across all users who ﬁnished that test case. So
it is hard do any further statistical analysis. However from
ﬁgure 3, we can still draw two conclusions. First, all users
were able to ﬁnd the optimal path in test case 7, where we
provided GPS turn-by-turn guidance. So we can conclude
that providing short-term goal related guidance will reduce
error rate. Second, the error rate in test case 10 is also
zero, where the position guidance was not provided. So the
conclusion is that error rate will be reduced when guidance
(position) is not present, although perceived diﬃculty and
time both increase, illustrating the tradeoﬀs between diﬀerent forms of decision complexity.

7.4 Summary and advice to designers
The contrasts and complexity in the above results suggest the hypothesis that decision complexity has multiple
inﬂuences on time, error rate, and user-perceived diﬃculty,
and suggests some rough approaches for reducing complexity along these dimensions.
Depending on its goal, optimization for lower complexity
will have a diﬀerent focus. The examples below illustrate
possible design approaches for reducing complexity.

Figure 4: Mapping
• In the IT conﬁguration domain, an installation procedure with easily-located clear info (e.g. wizard-based
prompts) for the next step will reduce both task time
and user-perceived complexity, though it is unclear
how much it will aﬀect error rate.
• A procedure with feedback on the current state of the
system and the eﬀect of the previous action (e.g. message windows following a button press) will reduce
user-perceived complexity, but is unlikely to improve
task time or error rate.
• A procedure that automatically adapts to diﬀerent
software and hardware versions to reduce compatibility constraints will reduce task time, and may also
cause a small reduction in perceived complexity.
• Omitting positional feedback (i.e., by not showing users
the eﬀects of their actions) may, counterintuitively, increase user accuracy, but at the cost of signiﬁcantly
higher perceived complexity and task time.

8. NEXT STEPS
A natural next step following this study will be to extend and validate the model in the IT conﬁguration domain through a controlled user study. Again we are facing the challenge of choosing a real scenario, which we can
tailor to test various factors of our model. We propose to
use a simulated installation process (Figure 4), where the
user has a speciﬁc installation goal to achieve and has to

Table 11: Pair-wise test for rating
Guidance (pos)
Constraints

1st Study
without pos indicator > with pos indicator
static traﬃc > dynamic traﬃc (road close)

95% CT
(0.51, 1.05)
(0.54, 1.13)

2nd Study
without pos indicator > with pos indicator

AvgTimePerStep

Operation time

Rating (User perceived complexity)

Skill levels

Error Rate

Probability (downtime)

95% CT
(0.51, 1.05)

Complexity
(Constraints,
Guidance,
Consequences, …)

Cost ($)

Figure 5: Steps
go through various decision steps based on provided information (wizard, message windows, buttons...) and choose
the right path. For example, the installation process might
be to install the web portal software stack mentioned earlier, with the requisite decisions concerning product versions
and deployment topology. This approach has the following
advantages:
• it is close to a real IT installation process and thus will
be familiar to most IT-trained people
• we will have full control over the process
• we can borrow the framework from our route-planning
study (on-line experiment engine, test case design etc)
In fact, as described earlier, there exists a mapping between the route-planning domain and the installation domain. For example, the traﬃc in driving can be seen as
analogous to compatibility between software or to machine
capacity limits. The global map is analogous to an installation/conﬁguration manual or to a ﬂowchart of the overall
process. Likewise, the driving time per road segment can be
mapped to the number of features achieved per installation
step.
Extrapolating from our earlier results, we can hypothesize that the quality of guidance provided—in terms of
overall global conﬁguration ﬂow as well as step-by-step goaldirected guidance—will dominate an IT administrator’s perception of decision complexity, whereas the degree of compatibility and software conﬁguration sequencing constraints
will dominate the decision time in the installation/conﬁguration
process. However, as next steps we need to validate this hypothesis with concrete data from follow-on user studies in
the IT domain.
Making use of our current general framework as discussed
in section 6.3, we can expect that conducting these next user
studies would be straight-forwarded in terms of implementation.
After validating and reﬁning the model in the actual IT
context, the next step to take it further is to start producing mappings from the model-based measures to higher-level
measures that speak directly to aspects of IT administration
cost. As ﬁgure 5 shows, the idea is to calibrate or map the
model measures to higher-level measures such as the time it
takes to perform a conﬁguration procedure, the skill level required, and the probability of success at various skill levels.

This calibration will almost certainly require the integration
of decision complexity with the base complexity measures we
developed in previous work [3]. It will additionally require
either an extensive user study with trained IT administrators of diﬀerent skill levels performing real (but controlled)
IT tasks, or the collection of a corpus of ﬁeld data from practicing system administrators performing conﬁguration tasks
on production IT environments.
Once we have completed the above calibration to metrics such as time, skill, and error rate for speciﬁc conﬁguration procedures, we will then be able to recursively apply
our complexity analysis to the collections of IT conﬁguration and administration tasks performed in large IT shops.
Here, we will use documented IT management processes to
guide the analysis; these may be the aforementioned ITIL
best practices [11] or other multi-role IT processes formallydocumented in swimlane format, as described in [2]. Ultimately, our hope is to be able to use such processes to guide
an evaluation framework, or benchmark, that can analyze
each key process activity for complexity and produce a prediction of the cost incurred by the process (in terms of labor
cost and downtime cost). While this is a lofty goal that
will not be reached overnight, its realization would provide
a tremendous asset in helping to simplify current IT infrastructures and ensure that the new ones we build have the
least complexity possible.

9. CONCLUSIONS
This paper develops a model of decision complexity in
the context of understanding the complexity of conﬁguring
computing systems. The model includes three factors: constraints, levels of guidance and consequences. Based on the
model, we conduct a carefully controlled user study in an
analogous route-planning domain. We discuss both qualitative and quantitative results. We reveal the important fact
that decision complexity has signiﬁcantly diﬀerent impacts
on user-perceived diﬃculty than on objective measures like
time and error rate. And we identify the key factors aﬀecting decision complexity, which we use to extract some basic
guidance for reducing complexity. We also propose our next
step on validating the model in real IT contexts. And we
describe our future work on mapping measures through the
model to higher-level measures, which we believe will ultimately bring us to quantitative benchmarks towards less
complex, more easily managed IT infrastructures.
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